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About This Content

Wartime in the 20th century proved the Oceanic Whitetip to be one of the deadliest sharks. Feeding frenzies against
shipwrecked sailors became such a problem that a special unit of the Navy was formed and headed by ace diver Wilhelm. With

cooperation from the Russians, Wilhelm's team was armed with experimental hardware and then tasked to help shipwrecked
sailors across the Pacific Ocean. Although they did not reach every disaster in time, their success in driving back opportunistic

sharks is remembered to this day.

Wilhelm is a famous American diver who assisted in countless open sea search and rescue operations throughout WWII. With
international help from the Russians, his team was armed with modified Russian hardware to help stave off sharks and enemy

frogmen.
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Release Date: 9 Apr, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and above

Processor: Intel 2.4 GHz or AMD Athlon 2.6 GHz (dual-core required)

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 4870/5770/6770 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 260/460/550 Ti

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Supported Sound Card

Additional Notes: Broadband internet connection

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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This is one of my favorite NASCAR games I have played yet. I love having the option to fine tune the AI difficulty and the
career mode is absolutely addicting. Starting off in the dirt series is awesome. I have noticed a lot of people complaining about
their wheels not working but I have a Logitech G920 wheel with FF and it works wonderfully. Online multiplayer is pretty dead
though.

If you are a fan of NASCAR and want a solid racing game, I can't recommend this game enough. The graphics may not be on
par with current AAA titles but they are solid. Audio may sound a little weird at times but it doesn't really bother me. Most of
the time, I am so enticed with the race and focused on hitting my marks that I don't even notice it.

9.5\10. Brings back the spirit and memory of 1995 as no other game does. If you loved Riven, this is your game. Astonishing
content considering this is done by few individuals instead of a big studio.
DON'T fall for a walkthrough, you'll regret it. Take your time to enjoy!
. Man, this game is really good, especially great maps and very good gamesense. Way to easy. Nice Game !!!. It was glitchy and
the storyline didn't make sense.
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Signed into the wrong account on steam and ankama wont do♥♥♥♥♥♥to help me switch accounts. I got this game for free and
I still suffered buyers remorse.. I played this game before 2010, before steam. it was probably the easier choice in gaming then
some of the options at the time.

The only real problem is the language settings (nowhere to be found).. Awesome game. A true must buy.

Pros:

- Amazing graphics. The ultra presets are amazing an is a real treat for the eye.
- Gameplay is catching. You can play this game forever.
- Storyline. Truly an emotional story of a colony on mars, so touching and exciting.

Cons:

- The soundtrack is only a couple of minutes long, so you'll get pretty tired of it quickly.

10\/10. Buy it with the bundle. It is not even worth to review.. I put in for my refund. I originally purchased this game because
I'm a big Vampire fan but the game writing & mechanics made me angry and completely turned me off. First off despite the
advertisement claiming you could be masculine or feminine, no matter how you choose to present your character the writing
dictates your character has a feminine nature and naturally has an attraction to other men. I didn't find it the least bit cute or
appropriate how my character Ben, dressed to the nines in a tuxedo, had his heart fluttering at another mans smile, near swooned
as another man kissed his hands and then had another man lead him like a woman in the waltz. If this is an Otome game, it
should've been properly tagged and advertised as such. And if not, there should be romantic preference options and alternate
npc characters for these romantic instances because not everybody is that free caring liberal with who their dance partner is.

Another thing is that the Quick time event I got to before quitting is broken. I spent the whole minute countdown timer and then
some doing the musical note mini event only to fail immediately if I was too slow or get an exception crash error if I hit all the
notes just right. Bug aside, why is the QTE a whole minute? Who wants to spend a whole minute clicking their mouse over and
over and over just to signify some successfully lined up notes? Ain't nobody got time for that tedium. That event should've been
coded to last no more than 10-15 seconds at most.

The timed event bugs are unforgivable for a paid product but if they can get that fixed and you don't take issue with another
man flirting with you then you might possibly like this game. The voice acting from what I experienced wasn't great but not
terribad either. The artwork tho was stellar.. This game is quite similar to another title from the same developer called Glory of
the Roman Empire. Still this has its own perks, but its not a simple city builder. You have to work out your economy as best as
possible as you make a metropolis out of a collection of smaller cities. When your flow of goods is fluid enough then you just
have to worry about keeping people content as you glorify the city with wonders like grand temples and the colloseum.

Its a fine game, but not the best as other games are.. Great puzzle game for a couple of pound! Easy enough at the begginning
for people like me to feel clever, and progressively difficult enough for everyone else!

I have to say I went in not really knowing what to expect, but I was pleasantly suprised with how balancedx the game seems to
be in terms of difficulty and progression. Additionally it looks great!

I've done a video if you would like to see how ti plays. You can see it here:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/LJSxFObKcAc. not worth it!. awesome graphics and beautiful music!
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